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ABSTRACT

Distractlblllty Correlates of Obese and 

Normal Subjects

William Robert Hailey

Schacter and his associates demonstrated that 

peripheral physiological correlates of deprivation 

had little effect on obese eating behavior. Rodin, 
Herman and Schacter, 1969# extended the externality 

hypothesis to salient non-food cues requiring 

anticipatory attention. Rodin, 1971, showed that 

female obese were more distracted by competing stimuli 

in a proofreading task. However, in an attempt to 

clinically extend the distractiblity dimension to 

prediction of performance in a behavior modification 

weight loss program, Nathan , 1975# failed to replicate 

Rodin's findings. The present study is an attempt to 

partially replicate Rodin's study; extend Rodin's 

externality of non-food proofreading cues to male 

obese subjects; and extend the distractiblity dimension 

to the repression of stimulus cues required by the 

Stroop Color-word test.

The effects of distraction on the performance of 

obese and normal subjects were tested. It was hypo

thesized that a high correlation would be found between 



weight deviation and each of the dlstractibility scores, 

proofreading performance and Stroop performance. A high 

correlation was also predicted between scores from the 

proofreading task and Stroop scores.

To test these hypotheses, 32 subjects were tested on 

^-counterbalanced, randomly assigned design. Subjects 

proofread two passages standardized according to number 

of errors, type of errors, and distribution of errors 

while listening to one of two tapes. One tape was a 

heavily emotional, high distraction tape describing 

the terrors of Hiroshima. The second tape was a low 

emotional, low distraction tape describing the associa

tions of seashells. A questionnaire was administered after 

each proofreading task.

Upon completing these tasks, each subject was tested 

on a standard form of the Stroop XXX and Color-word tests. 

The Stroop XXX test is a low stress, low dlstractibility 

test where performance is a function of calling out colcts. 

The Stroop Color-word test is a high stress, high distract- 

ibility test involving the repression of a learned response.

Subjects read approximately the same number of lines, 

and corrected proof about as accurately as other subject 
groups. (Groups were Male normal, Male obese. Female normal, 

and Female obese.) Female, normals performed significantly 

better than Female obese in the main Stroop effect. A high 



was found between weight deviation and the difference in 
number of llnss completed. (#lines B - #lines A, r equal 

to -.8) Good correlations were found between the main 

Stroop effect and weight deviation (male obese SJs, r 

equal to .6) and between the main Stroop effect and 

low distract accuracy (male obese Ss, r equal to .6).

Results were discussed in relationship to Naihan's 
failure to replicate Rodin’s (1971) findings on obese 

proofreading accuracy. Experimental findings are taken 

to be of positive potential for extension of Stroop test 

to prediction of success in behavior therapy of obese 

males.
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION

“Remove far from me vanity and Iles: give me neither 

poverty nor riches; feed me with food convenient for me ... 
(KJV Old Testament, Proverbs 30:8) Perhaps Solomon was 

the first psychologist to observe food cues and their 

relationships to people’s Ilves. Vanity and lives are 

distractions a man wouldn’t want to be susceptible to. 

Perhaps Solomon himself was obese. Are obese more 
susceptible to this "dlstractlblllty" dimension then 

normals? The present experiment Is an attempt to 

understand the relationships between the hypothesized 

dlstractlblllty dimension and concrete data such as 

weight deviation from the norm and cognitive distraction 

tests.

How do the obese become overweight? Work by Stunkard 
(19'51) suggested that obese didn’t really know when they 

were physiologically hungry. While Isolating gastric 

motility, which Is a good Indicator of physiological 

hunger, Stunkard found no differences between obese and 

normal subjects? However, the correlation between self- 

reported hunger and gastric motility was much lower for 
obese than non-obese S_s. Bruche (1961) noticed that 

overweight clients going through psychoanalysis didn’t 

seem to know when they were hungry. -- -------------
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Perhaps the major breakthrough In the study of obesity 

came in 1968, when Schacter initiated a series of lab

oratory and naturalistic studies testing the hypothesis 

that obese were more responsive to external food Cues

 than normals. An external food cue, for example, could be 

a clock set to dinner time, or a pastry shop as seen from 

the freeway. Schacter. assumed that food deprivation would 

increase gastric motility, and fear would decrease motility. 

Thus, the eating behavior of the non-obese would correspond 

to these induced changes, while the eating behavior of the 

obese would not. All subjects missed one meal prior to the 

experiment. Unlimited helpings of roast beef sandwiches 

were given to half of the Ss, who were designated as being 
in the "full stomach condition". Ss in the "empty stomach 

condition" were left unfed. Fear was manipulated by the 

presentations of two differential introductions to a 
"forthcoming" electrical shock. The dependent variable 

was the number of crackers consumed while Ss filled out 
spurious task ratings. Both interactions (Obesity X 

Deprivation, Obesity X Fear) were significant and in the 
predicted directions. (Schacter, Goldman, and Gordon, 1968)

Schacter and Gross (1968) used perceived time as a 

variable in a food cue study using clocks that ran at 

either twice as fast, or twice as slow as true time. 

All subjects were stripped of their watches by the 

necceslty of attaching electrodes to their wrists.  
The experimenter then left the subject with only two things



to do, watch the presumed record of his heart rate and

GSR roll off the polygraph, and gaze at a large clock

mounted on the wall directly in front of him. The experi

menter reentered the room with a sheaf of paper in one 
hand and a box of crackers in the other, saying, "I like 

to mix pleasure with business, help yourself if you want 
any." Twice while administering a five minute task the 

experimenter took two crackers and told the subject to 

help himself. Leaving the subject with a long question

naire and the box of crackers, the experimenter said, 
"I’ll leave these here, you might want some." After ten 

minutes, the experimenter returned, left some more ques

tionnaires, casually picked up the box, and left the room. 

Obese subjects ate close to twice as many crackers in the 

fast time condition as opposed to the slow condition. 

The Subject X Condition interaction was significant. The 

experimental manipulation of time was judged to be effec

tive, with only three subjects raising questions about the 

clock being either wrong or a little fast. The hypothesis 

that the fast time manipulation would stimulate eating 

among obese subjects was verified by the data. However, 

contrary to expectations, the fast time actually inhibited 

the eating of normal subjects. Apparently, this was due 

to several normal fast subjects declining the crackers on 

the grounds that it might spoil their dinner. Thus it is 

important that the experimental eating was introduced as 

a casual, pre-dlnner affair. If the experiment had been 
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presented in the context of a full meal, different results 

might he expected.
Goldman, Jaffra, and Schacter (1968) supported the ex

ternality hypothesis with a series of field studies. One 

study showed significantly more obese Jews fasting on Yom 
Kippur (a day of religious fasting) than non-obese Jewish 

students (83.3 as compared to 68.8%). Presumably, there 

are relatively few food cues available in a synagogue, 

making it easier for the obese to fast.
Goldman, Jaffra, and Schacter (1968) also studied the 

eating habits of freshman students at Columbia. A sig

nificantly larger percentage of obese students were found 

to have cancelled their institutional food contracts than 
of non-obese students (86.5 as compared to 67.1%).

The same investigators (Goldman, Jaffra, and Schacter, 

1968) studied the proportion of overweight versus non- 

overweight fliers who complained about the effects of time 

on their eating patterns. Significantly more non-over- 
weight (25.3%) fliers complained than overweight (11.9%) 

fliers.
Ross (1969) demonstrated the susceptibility of the 

obese to the saliency of external food cues. Sallency 
was elegantly confirmed in studies by Ross (1970) and 

Johnson (1970) by varying the illumination and type of 

wrapping around the food. Nisbett (1968) put three 

sandwiches at hand (high sallency), with more available, 

and one sandwich out (low sallency) with more available. 

In the high saliency condition the obese ate more than 
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the non-obese (2.32 as compared to 1.88). However, in the 

low saliency condition the reverse was true, the obese 
eating 1.48 to the normals 1.96 sandwiches.

Rodin (1971) extended the stimulus boundedness hypo

thesis to noneating cues. She found the obese to be more— 

distractible than npn-obese in tasks requiring concentra----
tion. Rodin, Herman, and Schacter (1969) demonstrated 

that obese subjects were somewhat slower than normals in 

simple reaction time, and significantly faster than normals 

in choice reaction time. The obese also had shorter tachis- 

toscopic recognition thresholds, and a better immediate 

recall for items present briefly on a slide. The fatties 

were also superior in an unanticipated task requiring 

recall of a room's furnishings.
Rodin (1971) found that, in measures of proofreading 

accuracy and reaction time latency, overweight Ss were 

more disrupted by interesting, emotionally toned material 

than normal Ssj. However, in no distraction conditions 

the obese outperformed the normals. Cue potency was 

manipulated by varying how interesting the different tapes 

were to the students recruited from Columbia Univer

sity. These tapes were played while the students were 

engaged in tasks requiring concentration—reaction time 

and proofreading a passage for errors. The quantity and 

quality of proofreading performance was assessed by the 

number of pages read and the accuracy achieved. Question

naires presented during the experiment showed that obese 

Ss listening to emotionally laden taped rated themselves 
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more emotionally aroused than normals dis. However, 

when listening to neutral tapes obese Ss reported less 

arousal than normal Ss. Obese subjects tended to 

think more about immediate and compelling things than . 

normal S^. The obese thought more about the test at - 

hand than normals, and far less about things unrelated- 

to the immediate task.
Nathan (1975) attempted a partial replication and a 

clinical extension of the work by Rodin (1971). He 

failed to replicate the study both in terms of the di

rection of the data and its statistical significance. 

Nathan attributed this to the different populations 

involved. Rodin’s sample consisted of students, 

while Nathan’s sample was drawn from older 

people from the general Houston community.

The obese seem to be susceptible to salient, ex

ternal, non-food cues. The Stroop Color-Word Test, 

which requires the inhibition of a prominent response, 

might differentiate on this dimension of distract- 
ibility. In the Stroop Color-Word (CW) Test, the 

stimuli are the names of four colors (green, red, 

^<2.llosv., and blue), each of which is printed in one of 

the other three colors. The subject is asked to say 

the name of the color in which each word is printed. 

In order to reach good performance, the S> must in
hibit the response of simply reading the word. The 
CW test, as in Rodin’s (1971) study using interesting, 

emotion laden tapes, is physiologically arousing.
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(See Table One) Frankenhaeser, et al (196?) demonstrated 

elevated skin conductance and catecholamine levels while 
taking the Stroop. Klein (1964) reported behavioral 

signs of tension and frustration on the Stroop. Thackray 
and Jones (1971) found the Stroop effect to occur=only 

when both relevant and-irrelevant stimuli werepresented 
in the same sense modality (visual). Upon observing and 

questioning Stroop subjects, Thackray and Jones sugges

ted that the perceptual conflict might reflect atten- 

tional processes which are only minimally related to 
the general level of "arousal." Thus the Stroop CW test 

represents a more relevant and refined indication of the 

disruption of attentional processes demonstrated in the 

proofreading tasts, which distract along two different 

sense modalities.
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DISTRACTIBILTTY

How reliable Is the extension from external food.
cues to external non-food cues? How does„stimulus__ _______ 

boundedness differ between male and female obese, —
and male and female non-obese? Nathan1 s— (19/5) fail~__ 

ure to replicate Rodin’s (1971) findings demonstrates 

the need to go back and investigate these relation

ships. A more refined tool to measure the disruption 

of attentional processes appears to be available in 

the Stroop Color-Word test. How does the Stroop CW 
test correlate with Rodin's (1971) proofreadings 

takes?

।II
I il i 

il l
id
.
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HYPOTHESES

1. A high correlation between weight deviation 

and proofreading distraction scores.
2. A high correlation between weight deviation

and Stroop^acores^-—- —-—:-
3. A high correlation between measures of - 

di st ra ct ibi lity.
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CHAPTER II 

METHOD

A. Design

Percentage overweight was the independent vari

able. Proofreading and Stroop Color-Word scores 

were the dependent variables. Correlations were 

used to determine the association between these fac

tors. ANOVA and t-tests were used to test signifi

cance.

B. Subjects

Thirty-two subjects were drawn from the experi

mental subject pool of the University of Houston. 

Ss were contacted on the telephone.

C. Stimulus Materials

The distraction tapes were ten minutes long and 

were taken from Rodin's verbatim account of her tapes. 

The low dictraction tape asks the subject to relax 

and think about seashells. A description is given 

of associations of seashells and how they are 

perceived. The high distraction tape tells about 
the horrors of Hiroshima. (Appendices A and B)

The proofreading passages were taken from Jane 

Jacob's. The Death and Life of Great American Cities 
(1961). Each passage was altered so as to have the 

same number and type of errors as the passage Rodin 
used. (Appendices C, D, and E)
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D. Measures

Self-reported weight and height in pounds and 

inches were recorded from the subject during the 

screening process.

The distractibility scores were the percentage 

errors identified in the high distract condition 

and the percentage errors identified in the low 

distract condition; and by subtracting the number 

of lines read in the high distract from the number 

of lines read in the low distract condition.

The Stroop CW test was scored for total time 

taken for color-word ranks minus total time taken 
for XXX time. (Jensen and Rohwer, 1966, p. 46, 

scoring system J) The first component of the 

Stroup test is called the XXX time. This compo

nent measures the time taken for a subject to com

plete a series of XXX1s in the four Stroup colors. 

The subject is required to call out the color of 

each group of XXX's as quickly and accurately as 

possible. The second component of the Stroup test 

involves discriminating between the color of ink 

the word is written in and the name of a color. 
For example, the word "blue" might be written in 

red ink, or the word "yellow" might be written in 

green ink. The task is to call out the color of 

the ink. If the subject stopped, stuttered, or 
burst out laughing, he was urged to continue.
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Thus as disruption is increased, the time taken to 

perform the Stroup task increases.

E. Procedure

Subjects were contacted from the experimental 

volunteer pool of the University of Houston Psycho

logy Department by telephone.

— Upon arriveing at the small, windowless experi

mental room, subjects were greeted according to a 

standard introduction.

This is an experiment comparing multi- 
sensory stimulation. As a volunteer, you 
maintain the option of terminating the ex
periment at any time with no penalty. Do 
you understand this?

The first half of the experiment will 
. involve your proofreading a pair of stan
dard passages while tapes are being played 
through these earphones. Underline every 
error that you find. The tape will tell 
you when to stop. Underline the final line 
of the passage that you have proofread be
fore taking off the earphones. Any ques
tions?

Two proofreading passages were assigned. Sub

jects were randomly asked to complete either the 

high distraction or low distraction task first.

The remaining proofreading task was then completed.

Each tape was ten minutes long. When the subject 

took off his earphones, he was handed a self- 

explanatory physiological questionnaire. Thus, 

a questionnaire was completed after each proof

reading task.
Upon completion of the proofreading tasks. 
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subjects were required to complete the Stroup XXX test 

as described in the previous section. The Stroup 
Color-Word (CW) Test was then administered.

The following demographic data was then extrac

ted from the subject: sex, height, weight, age, and 

grade-point average.
^Subjects were .then thanked for their participation 

in the experiment and asked to keep thecontent con

fidential.
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CHAPTER III

RESULTS

- —If obese subjects are susceptible to salient 

external cues, then obese Ss, while performing 

anticipatory attention tasks, should be more 

distracted by competing, irrelevant stimuli. 

Performance decrement provided measures of distract- 

ibility. In order to extend the limits of the 

distractibility dimension, two independent tasks - 

proofreading and Stroop Color-Word time - were 

assigned.

A. Potency of Tapes

The tapes used were previously evaluated by 
subjects as being highly emotional (Tape B- high 

distract) and as being low emotional (Tape A- low 
distract) . (Rodin,1971). (See Table IWE')

B. Proofreading

Were obese Ss worse at correcting proof than normals 

when distraction was Introduced? Two measures of how 

badly they performed are how much the Ss actually 

did and how well they did it.Thus, two independent 

indices were Incorporated: 1) the number of lines 

each subject read, a measure of quantity of performance, 
2) the accuracy of the Ss proofreading, a measure of 

the quality of performance.
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TABLE I

*
Mean Ratings of Attention to Tapes

 NeutraL Tape Emotional Tape ---- (Seashells) (Hiroshima)

Normals 26 64

Obese 25 70

♦Ratings were made on a scale from 0-100 with female Ss.
(Rodin, 1971)
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r
1) Number of Lines. Subjects were asked to —-*

correct proof by circling each error they found.

Instructions gave no infomation about how quickly 

they were expected to work nor whether they would ।

have time to finish. The number of lines finished 

is, therefore, a measure of the Ss own proofreading 

speed.
The results are provided in TableIL«JX..By subtracting 

the scores on the low distract tape from the high 

distract tape, a measure is produced indicative of 

the main effect of emotionally distracting the subjects. 

Analysis of Variance.. • showed no significance.

Subjects in both conditions read approximately the 

same number of pages. Quantity does not seem to be 
the crucial variable of distractibility. Figure. T.

2) Accuracy. While the number of lines a subject 

completed reveals how much was done, an index of 

accuracy tells how well he did it. Since it is possible 

for a subject to rapidly and randomly underline every 

n-th word, it is crucial to determine how many items

a subject correctly identified as errors.

Accuracy was measured by dividing the number of 

errors found by the number of errors he could have 

found. Thus, if a subject identified 23 errors out 
of a possible 50 covered, his accuracy index is .46.

The means for each group are provided in Table HE 

and plotted in Fig.JT. Analysis of Variance showed
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TABLE IE

Mean Number of Lines Completed

#Lines Tape A (Low Distract).

Normals Obese

Males 100 98

Females 97 111
#Llnes Tape B Distract)

Males 102 ^92

Females 100 111
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FIGURE I

Mean number of Lines Completed

—• # lines- Tape A (Low Distract)

X——x # lines- Tape B (High Distract)
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Mean Accuracy

Accuracy Tape A (Low Distract)

Normal Obese

Male- T6oi .472
Female .595 .521

Accuracy Tape B (High Distract)

Normal Obese

Male .584 .462

Female .613 .521
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FIGURE II

Mean Accuracy

11 " l,mj-L Mean accuracy-Tape A (low Distract) 

X——X Mean accuracy-Tape B (High Distract) 
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the High distraction tape to be Just insignificant 
(.l>p>.05). ANOVA also showed no significant 

differences between groups on the Low distract tape.

Cl, Stroop Test - ” ’ ~ -

._. ,.Theoretically, the two parts- of the Stroop Color- - - 

Word test should correlate with the two parts of the 

proofreading task. The low distract tape should correlate 

with Stroop XXX scores. The high distract tape should 

correlate with the Stroop CW scores. As shown by 
Table Y1L. resulis. .s turned ott to be modest.

A significant difference was found between the 
Stroop difference (CW-XXX equals Stroop difference, 

controls for main Stroop effect the same way as 
Tape B minus Tape A)with t equal to 2.21, and p between 

.05 and .02, between Female Normals and Female Obese. 

The ANOVA for the Stroop difference is shown in Table 
and was significant (.01>p>.05)* There was no significant 

difference between the Male obese and normals, or 

between all obese and all normals.
D. Weight Deviation

Weight deviation was calculated from Slim Chance, 

and taken to be the standard weight for age and height, 

minus the self-reported weight, divided by the standard, 

times 100. Low correlations were reported between weight



TABLE

Mean Subject Characteristics

Experimental Condition Age Height (inches) Weight Weight Deviation .G.P.A

Male normals 21 71 164 .024

1

2.65

Male obese 24 72 196 .165 2.5

Female normals 21 66 129 .027. 2.7

Female obese 23 65 156 .22 3.1

I
I

roro
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deviation and all distractibility measures with few 

exceptions. Male obese Ss correlated .6 between 

weight deviation and the Stroop difference. Meanwhile 
Female obese correlated - .8 with the-Tape B - A score. 

Male-overweight only correlated .2ron the'Tape B-A. 

Female overweight-correlated - .Ion the Stroop — 
difference. Table 3V. 7

E. Distractibility Correlations

Only one correlation between distractibility was 

above a modest level. Male obese correlated a medium 
.6 when comparing the Stroop differential and Tape A 
accuracy scores. Tables^-v-VL
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TABLE X

Correlations - Female

n = Female normal 1 2 3 4 —5 6 7 8 9
1 #llnes A — __X - —
2. "__ B x —

- --- —- ----
3 ” B A X- — —_ —. .4
4 %wght dev X w _ —
5 accuracy A .1 X -.2
6 ” B X .1
7 Stroop XXX X
8 " CW X

9 " CW - XXX .4 X

n - Ip Female obese 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

1 X

2 X - -

3 X
4 -.8 X .2 .1

5 X
6 X

7 -.5 .2 X

8 -.5 X

9 -.1 .3 -.3



n = io - Male normal
- 1-- #llneSA

2 -B
3 " B- A

4 ^wght dev

5 accuracy A
6 n B

-7 Stroop XXX
8 " CW

9 " CW - XXX

r\ = (o Male obese

1

2

3
4

5
6

7
8

9

TABLE 
.Correlations- Male

1 2 3 " 4

X ------

X _
X __

X

.3

1 2 *3 4

X

X

X

.2 X

-.5 .1
-.4

.6

5__ _6__ 7 8 9

-.1 .008

X

X

-.08 X

X

”-.2 -.005 x

5 6 7 8 9

.2 .1

X

X

X

X
.6 .008 x
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TABLE W

Stroop Test

Color Word time XXX time DifferenceExperimental Group

Male normals 112 59 53

Male obese 117 6o 57

Female normals 110 6o 50

Female obese 140 66 75
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TABLE VJ1L

EMOTIONALITY

Proofreading ~

Increased Breathing and Heart Rate

From Rodin, 1971> P-71.

Neutral Tapes Emotional Tapes

Normals 14.5 14.25

Obese 6.75 23.

Upset, Anxious , Emotionally .Aroused

Neutral Tapes Emotional Tapes

Normals 18.14 19.31

Obese 9.81 26.31
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TABLE

First Passage Proofread

Experimental condition Line finished Accuracy

Male normal 103 .546

Male obese - 102 .455

Female normal —‘ ““ " .96 . 572

Female obese 116 .476

Second Passage Proofread

Experimental condition Line finished Accuracy

Male normal 100 .639

Male obese 88 .479

Female normal 100 .636

Female obese 107 .524

t
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CHAPTER IV 

DISCUSSION

Results apparently corroborate Nathan’s (1975) 

failure to replicateRodln's (1971) study in regard 

_to proofreading accuracy. Two possibilities are fairly 
— clear, 1) the distractibility dimension as applied to 

proofreading suffers a population or methodological 
problem, or 2)the distractibility dimension in obese 

Ss is more complex then is accounted for by just the 

externality hypothesis.

The difference between populations in the three 
studies may be quite striking. Rodin (1971) study 

was conducted at Columbia University, a setting which 

could attract a student different from that attracted 

to the University of Houston. This difference may 

extend to the distractibility dimension. However, this 
seems unlikely since Nathan’s (1975) study used noncampus 

Ss. Furthermore, if there is only a distractiblity 

dimension in Missouri, and not in other parts of the 
country (i.e. Houston, Texas), then the Distractibility 

hypothesis doesn’t warrant the generalization extended to 
it. Methodologically, this study’s sample of obese is a 

little lighter in pounds than Rodin’s study. However, 

again, Nathan’s study is not lighter. Perhaps the 

proofreading task suffers a ceiling effect. The difference 

in scores may be very small when measured at this extreme 

edge of discernment. It is also possible that the distraction 

hypthesis fails to adequately account for interaction with 
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internal “cues" -such -as fatigue, boredom, etc. Obese-may 
be differi^ialiy bored, for example. Tfois study involved 

proofreading twice as much material on a counterbalanced, 

double blind design. Nathan's study was associated with 

a weight loss program and another experiment as a 

cost of the free weight reduction program. It would still 

be congruent within the externality rubric to propose 

that the obese are not only gripped by the salient, external 

cues more than normals, but that this heightened suscept

ibility is more easily severed by cues such as boredom and 

repetitiveness. This can be tested without too much trouble 

by the introduction of a task designed to be more strongly 

boring, while still gripping. This explanation seems the 

most elegant.

The modest correlations found with male obese subjects 

may be used as a partial predictor of success in a behavior 

modification program of weight reduction. The small number 

of obese who participated in this experiment limits 

generalizability to more then an Indicator that this may 

be an easy, quick tool to use in such a program.
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APPENDIX A

VERBATIM ACCOUNT OF SEA SHELLS TAPE

For the next few minutes we would like you to think 

only about the things described on the tape so that we 

may control your level of attention and concentration 

for our physiological recording. Now relax, and think 

for a while only about sea shells. Think about all the 

varied shapes and colors of shells you’ve seen. Think 

about seeing them along the beach, about picking them up 

and saving an unusual one. Think about the way differ

ent sea shells look. Some are rough with spiny and Ir

regular edges that tingle when you pick them up. Others 

are polished smooth by the continuous action of the waves 

and sand rubbing against them, possibly for hundreds of 

years. Think of the rich browns and pure white of really 

fine sea shells, of the dusty corals and gleaming blacks. 

Picture the pure, full quality of all the colors. What 

other adjectives describe the variety of shapes and 

colors of sea shells? Can you think of any? Try as you 

concentrate and continue to think of sea shells for the 

next little while.

Perhaps you are finding It difficult to keep think

ing about sea shells. Relax, and consider for a while 

the hundreds of different kinds of sea shells there are. 

How many varieties have you yourself seen? Remember how, 
when you were a child, you went hunting for sea shells 
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along the beach and how you gathered so many different 

kinds and sizes? Remember how exciting It was to shake 

the sand off a shell and find that you had picked up a 

perfect sea shell with no cracked edges or missing pieces? 

Remember when you found one that had a special color or 

shape--like no shell you had ever seen before? Remember 

how some were so dried and brittle that they cracked If 

you held them In your hand? Think about this sensation.

Think about how other shells feel, some still wet 

from the ocean, others hard and smooth, still others 

rough and scratchy. Remember, It Is Important that you 

try to keep thinking about the sea shells.

Are you having difficulty thinking about sea shells 

continually, or do you find It easy to relax and enjoy 

the thought of their delicate colors, their gleaming 

hard finish, the pleasure associated with your childhood 

memories of times spent at the beach collecting sea 

shells and playing with them, saving them in bottles and 

jars only to be thrown away when winter came or child

hood passed. Can you picture some of the most beautiful 

sea shells that you have ever seen? How would you des

cribe them? Try your best to keep thinking about this.

Consider the smell of sea shells—the raw, briny 

smell of the ocean. Imagine the salty waves slapping 

against the shells, the thick, heavy spray coating them 

with sea water. Picture the white crust of salt caked 

on the sea shells and the layer of sand which has to be 
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washed off before you can fully appreciate the true, 

rich color of the shells.

Think about the sound from a sea shell...the roar of 

the ocean when you hold a large conch shell to your ear, 

the vast echoing of the surf and the waves. Think about 

all of this for a while as you continue to listen to the 

tape.

Remember the games you used to play with sea shells? 

Now think of building things with them, scooping out 

mounds of sand with them, itemizing them according to 

type and shape and color, trading them with your friends. 

Think of how you used to look into each shell to see if 

possibly the animal was still alive inside. Think of 

other games you played with the shells. What were they? 

How did you play with them? Can you manage to keep 

thinking about this for a while longer?

Are you still relaxing as you continue to think 

about the wide variety of sea shells? Are you still con

sidering all the associations they provide, musing pro

bably for the first time about the details of the various 

colors and design. Perhaps you are finding it difficult I
to keep your attention on sea shells. It is amazing how 

difficult it is sometimes to keep your mind on a single 

topic—even one as pleasant and potentially rich in 

associations as sea shells.
Can you find some other aspect of sea shells besides 

their appearance to hold your attention for a little 
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while longer? Please try. Perhaps you can think of 

some unusual element of sea shells that you never really 

considered before.

Now picture yourself at the beach looking for sea 

shells. You walk by the edge of the water, and shells 

break under your feet. You keep your eyes down, riveted 

on the sand, looking for an unusual shell—one that has 

a bright color or a strange shape. Just a little while 

longer now—keep thinking about the multi-colored shells. 

Keep thinking about their shiny, gleaming surfaces, their 

rich pungent, salty smell, the way they glisten when you 

take them out of the ocean and how quickly they become 

dried out and brittle. Picture the pearl-like lumines

cence on the inside of so many shells, the rainbow-like 

shimmering quality of the interior. Imagine how this 

same material is sometimes formed into actual pearls. 

Now think of sea shells as holding these beautiful, 

beautiful, natural pearls.

Now think of the millions of sea shells on the ocean 

floor. Picture the action of the waves gliding over 

the surface of the shells, polishing them smooth. Can 

you keep thinking about the vastness of the ocean floor 

and how many shells are constantly being ground into 

fine sand by the tides? Picture water so clear and pure 

that you can see the incredible variety of shells on the 
ocean bed. Just try to keep thinking about shells for a 

little while longer.
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Try to visualize their variety of colors and 

shapes and how they glisten in the water. Picture the 

snails and clams and oysters and crabs: all the ani- 

male who once lived in the millions of shells now 

strewn across the beaches and ocean floors. Picture 

the shells as protection from danger for these small 

animals.

Try to keep thinking about shells as having im

portant survival value for these animals. Can you 

think of other ways in which shells are useful?

While it may be difficult for you to keep think

ing about sea shells, try to imagine as vividly as 

possible the way they feel—all sandy and gritty— 

when you first pick them up. Think of the rough, 

scratchy feel of the sand on your hands as you try to 

brush the shells clean. Remember the warm feel of 

the shell, baked by the sun. Are you actually able 

to feel this sensation? Try. This session is now 

completed. Please remove your earphones.
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APPENDIX B

VERBATIM ACCOUNT OF HIROSHIMA TAPE

For the next few minutes we would like you to think 

only about the things described on the tape so that we 

may control your level of attention and concentration 

for our physiological recording. Now think for a me

ment about war—about the killing and violence. Think 

about the senseless destruction and devastation of war. 

Consider the cities which must be rebuilt and the 

shattered lives of so many people. Think about the 

bombs and the fires that ravage and destroy. Now 

think about the atomic bombing of Hiroshima in the 
early morning of August 6, 1945» which became one of 

the most debated and disturbing events in world history. 

Picture how the people reacted after the bomb exploded. 

Imagine the terror and the inability to consider the 

enormity of what had occurred. At first, it Just seemed 

that several fire bombs had been dropped, and hundreds 

and hundreds of people began fleeing from the city, 

every one of them hurt in some way. Picture how the eye

brows of some were burnt off, and skin hung from their 

faces and hands. Others were vomiting as they walked. 

Many were naked or in shreds of clothing. Imagine how 
on some of the undressed bodies the bunas had made pat

terns—of undershirt straps and suspenders, and on the 

skin of some women—the shapes of the flowers they had
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had on their kimonos. Consider how many—although In

jured themselves—supported relatives who were worse 

off. Try as you concentrate, and continue to think of 

this for the next little while.

Now picture the city, with all the houses crushed 

and afire. It was Impossible "to penetrate the ruins 

since the flames were everywhere. Think how, under many 

houses, people screamed for help, but often no one could 

help. Survivors that day only assisted their relatives 

or Immediate neighbors, for they could not comprehend 

or tolerate a wider circle of misery. Picture the wounded 

limping past the screams, the dreadfully burned and la

cerated people everywhere. Imagine the hundreds of grue

somely wounded suffering together—an awesome and dread

ful sight Impressed In the memory of everyone who sur

vived. They say that the hurt ones were often quiet, 

not weeping or screaming In pain, no one complaines. 

None of the many who died did so noisilyj not even the 

children cried, very few people even spoke. Think of 

the enormity of the suffering. Remember, It is Important 

that you try to keep thinking about this during the ex

perimental session.

Think of the people who drowned on the river banks 

because they were to weak to move to higher ground when 

the tides changed. Picture people who were even too 
weak to lift themselves. Imagine trying to help someone 
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reaching down and grabbing him by the hands but not be

ing able to hold him because his skin slipped off In 

huge, glove-llke pieces Into your hands. Picture all 

the people with bums covering their bodies—yellow at 

first, then red and swollen with the skin sloughed off 

and finally, hours later, full of pus and smelly. Ima

gine having to keep reminding yourself that these were 

human beings, because now they looked so terribly un

human. Picture people whose faces were wholly burned, 

their eyesockets hollow, the fluid from their melted 

eyes running down their cheeks. Picture their mouths- 

-mere swollen, pus covered wounds—which they were un

able to open, so that if they had not died from the 

bums they would have died from starvation.

Are you able to keep thinking about the devasta

tion at Hiroshima, the victims of the first experiment 

In the use of atomic power? It Is amazing how diffi

cult It Is—even as It was difficult for the bomb vic

tims themselves—to think about and comprehend the 

ultimate horror caused by the bomb. Picture corpses 

with flesh removed from the bones and people who looked 

like leprosy victims lying on the asphalt pleading for 

help. Consider the grotesque scenes viewed by the sur

vivors and their Inescapable guilt and shame because 

they had been spared, and because they were haunted by 
the requests of the dying which they could not carry out.
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Now try to think about the people who survived 

after the blast. Think about their overwhelming relief 

and gratitude at having been spared from death or mu

tation. And now remember that the second state of the 

destruction set Jlri-ten or fifteen days after the bomb

ing. People who had had no bums or In jury suddenly 

fell terribly and Inexplicably 111. Imagine how they 

felt as strange spots began to appear on their bodies. 

Then their hair began to fall out, and they vomited 

small clumps of blood. They had diarrhea and fever 
which sometimes went as high as lo6. Finally they 

began to bleed all over their mouths, and after days 

of agony and torture, they died. Think of how vul

nerable everyone felt to this seemingly new dread at

tacking them after they believed they had been spared. 

Thinking of everyone waiting, terrified, thinking 
sooner or later, "I too will die." Imagine the lonll- 

ness and the fear—the physical fear and the sense of 

Impending death that stayed with all of them—like an 

Inescapable death sentence. Think of the misery of 

being thrown Into a world of new terror and fear—fear 

of the unknown—of the power of the bomb to last and 

Invisibly cause these delayed effects. Think about all 

of this for a while as you continue to listed to the 

tape.

Now think about the awful task of getting rid of 

all the bodies—bodies that were black In color and had 
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a terrible smell. Imagine the additional smell when 

they were cremated—a smell caused by the fact that 

these bodies were decayed, many of them had their in

ternal organs decay even while the person was living. 

Picture all of these bodies swelled and giving off a 

bluish color while burning. Some of the bodies were 

hard to bum. Try to keep imagining the smell that 

filled the city.

Think about the survivors who even today bear the 

stigmata of the bomb—the keloid or whitish yellow 

overgrown scar tissue which disfigures hands and par

ticularly faces. Consider that to the Japanese these 

have become marks of defect, disease and disgrace so 

that even now, survivors of the bomb—instead of be

ing national heroes or martyrs are feared, humiliated, 

and treated as lepers or untouchables. Think about 

the enormity of the horror that continues to have 

repercussions even twenty-five years later. Think 

about the survivors who still feel the effects of 

having been overwhelmed by the suddenness, grotesque

ness and brutality of A-bomb death. The kind of death 

faced by atomic bomb victims remains with all those 

who survive—a death unprecedented in history—a total 

annihilation of human beings. Imagine the emotional 
scars they carry—the stubborn unhealing wounds. Try 

to keep thinking about this for the next little while. 
This session is now completed. Please remove your ear 

phones.
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Proofreadics Passags #1

Slums and t’.ieiT populations ara the victLas (and the perpetuators) of 

seemingly endless troubles that reinforce each other0 Slums operate as 

vicious circles. In time, these vicious circle enmesh the whole oparationa 

of cities. Spreading slums require ever greater amounts of public money • 

and not simply more coney for publicly financed inprovmnt or or to stay 

even, butt more m-mey to cope with ever widGning retreat and regression. 

As needs grow greeter, the wherewithal grcnzs less.

Our present urbna renewal Ians are an attepmt to break this particular 

linkage in the vicious circles by forthrightly wiping away slurs aad their 

populations, and replacing them with rpojects intended to produce higher 

tax yields, or to lure back easier pcpulatfoas with less enpeasi'-e public 

requirements. T'te method fails. At best, it meerly shifts slums from here 

to there, addittn? it’s ct-7n tincture of e:ti:ra hardship end disruption.. At 

worst, it destroys neighborhoods where coiiatzuctife and improving conrur.ieles 

exist and where the situation calls for encouragement rather than destruction.

Slum shifting fails because it tries to overcome cai’ees of trouble by 

diddling with sy iptocs. Sometimes e-?en the very sumptims. Sor.etir.ies even 

the very symptars that preoccupy the slums shifters are, in the main, vestiges 

of former ttrculbes rather than significant indications of current or future 

ills.

Conventiona?. planning approaches to slums and sluw dwellers is thoroughly 

patemelistic. The trouble xzith patamilists is that they x;ant to make 

impossibly profound changes, and they choose impossibly superficial means for 

doing so. To overcome lums, we must regard slum dsellers as people capable 

of understanding end acting upon their own self-interests, which they cer

tainly are. Ba need to discern, respect and build upon the forces for 
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regenersfiion thai exist Li slur<is thenselves aaS that demonstrably work in real 

cities,. This is far from trying to patronise people into a better life, and 

it is far from uhat is done today.

Vicious circles, to be sure, are hard to follo-j. Cause and efact become 

confused precisely bacau.se they do link and relink with cne another in such 

complicated ways.

Yet there is one particular lika tliat is crucial. If it is broken (and 

to break It is no simple matter of supplying better housing), a slum spon

taneously unslums.

The loey link in a perpetual slum is that tocmany move out of it too fast= 

and in the meantire dream of getting out. This is the link that has to ba 

brolsen if any other efforts at overcming slums or slum life are to ba of the 

least avail. This is the link that actually was bro!<#el e*Jl llCeS 

broken in places like the Horth End, or the Back-cf-the-Yards in Chicago, 

or North Beach ii San Francisco, or the unsluiamed former slum in which i 

love. If only a handful of toerican city slums had aver managed to break 

thia link, we might regard them skeptically as grounds for hope. These places 

might be freaks, More significant are the great ".umber of slum neighborhoods 

in which unslxnmclng starts, goes unrecognised, and too often is discouraged 

by unavailability of necessary money; then where this slcn-^d the unslmaing 

process but still did not bring regression to slum conditions, most of these 

neighborhccds were destroyed outright » to be replaced by projects which 

become almost patholcgical displays of slum troubles, many area in the 

Lower East Side which had started unslimming have been destroyed. My own 

neighborhoods as recently as the early 1950’s, was savedd from disastrous 

amputation only because its citiaenff were able to fight city hall - and 

even at that, only because the officials were confronted with embarrasing 

evidence that the area was drawing in newcomers with money, although this 

symptom of its ttnslinmned status was possibly the least significant of the 

constructive changes that had occurred unnoticed.
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Sa,.!'., e as ili .$; ths 'Jni.x'ersii:y of Pscasylvania, has givesr., in 

the February 1959 journal of the ^cerican. Institute of planners, a sober 

put poignant portrait of an unrecognized imalisming slum, the Vest end of 

Boston, on the even of its destruction, Tlie Vest End, he pointed cut, 

alothugh regarded officially as a nsluan, •would have been more accurately 

described as a ’’stable, Icaj-rent area,” If, writes Gans, ”a alum is defined 

as an area which ’’because of the nature of—ita social environment can be 

proved to create problems and patholigies,’" then the Vest End was not a slum. 

He speaks of the intense attachnsat of residents to the district, of its 

highly developed informal social control, of the fact that many residents 

had meduraised or improved the interiors of their apartments - all typical 

characteristics of an unsluisralng slum,

VnsluBEEing hinges, peradosically, on the retention of a very ccnsidersble 

part of a slum population xsithin a slum. It hinges on whether a considerable 

number of the residents and husinessmer. of a slum find it both desirable 

and practical to make and carry cut their cun plans fight there, or wehther 

they must virtually all move elseuhereo

I shall use the designation "perpetual slums” to describe slums which 

uhow ao signs of social or econoraio improvement with time, or which regress 

after a little inproveicsat» However, if the conditions for generating city 

diversity can be introduced into a neighborhood whileit is a slum, and 

if any indications of unslumming are encouraged thcther than thwarted, I 

believe there is no reason that any slum need be perpetual«

The inability of a perpetual slum to hold enough of its population for 

unslutsring is a characteristic that starts before the slum itself starts., 

There is a fiction that slums, informing, malignantly supplant healthy tissue, 

nothing could be farther from the truth.

The first sign of an incipient slum, long before visible blight can 

be seen, is stangation and dullness. Dull neighborhhods are inevitable-? 

deserted by their more energetic, ambitious or affluent citisens, end also
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by tlielr yuap.5 people who can gat nway0 Yhey im’oxtably fail to draw 

newccme”8 by choiceo Furthermore, aside fzixn these selective desertions and 

the selective task of vigorous nex» blood, such neighborhoods eventually are 

apt to undergo rsthar sudden sholesale desertions by their nonslum populations0 

The zeasnos why this is so have already been stated; there is no need to 

reitarate the shear Unpracticaltty of the Great Blight of Dullness for city 

life, __ ___

Hbfyadays, the wholesale desertions by ttcnsltaa populations which give 

a slum its initial opportunity to form are someth^es blarad on the proximity 

of another slum (especially if it is a Kegro slum) or on the presence of a 

few Negro families, much as in the past slum formation was sosietimes blamad 

on the presance or praxlmatly of Italian or Jewish or Irish facilieso 

Spnietinss the dtsartion is blamed on the age and obsolescense of dewllings, 

or on vague, gereral disadvantages such as lack of playgrounds or proximity 

of factories0

Eawever, all such factors are immaterial,, In Chicago, you can see 

neighborhoods orly a block and to blocks in from the lakefront parkland, 

far from the settlements of minority groups, well endowed with greerery, 

quiet enough to make one’s flesh creep and cenpoatid of subtantial, even buildigs. 

On these neighberhoeds are the literal signs of desertion” ’'For Rent," 

"To Let,*1 ’’Vacar.ey”, Rooms for permanent and Trascient Guests,” "To Let- 

Apartments Available," Guests Welcome, "Sleeping Hcoir9a'! "Furnished Rooms 

"unfurnished Rocms," These buildings have trouble drawing occupants in a 

city where the colored citizens are cruelly overcrowded in their shelter end 

cruelly overcharged for it. The buildings are going begging because they 

are being rented or sold only to whites • and whites, T?ho have so much more 

choice, do not care to live here. The beneficiaries of this particular 

impasse, at least for the moment, tum out to ba the immigrating hillbillies, 

whose economic choice is small and whose faimliarity with city life are still 

amallero It io a dubious benefit they receive; inheritance of dull and 
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dangraous K.lsi.oaidiocda V.«ose uafiKness for city life finally repelled 

resideate core sophisticated and catpetent tlian they.

Sexsetimes, to be sure, a deliberate conspiracy to turn over the population 

of a neighborhood does exist * on the part of real estate operators yho 

malt® a racket of buying houses cheaply frotn panicked white people and selling 

them at exorbitant prices to the chronically housing-starved and pushed colored 

populatl.ffi.io But even this racket works only in already stagnated and les 

vitality neighborhoodso (Scoetims the racket perversley improves a neighbor® 

hood's upkeep, when it brings in colored citizens snore copetent in general 

and more economically able than the whites they replaced; but the exploitative 

economics sonetL-ies results instead la replacement of an uncroxseded, pathetic 

neighborhood with an overcrowded neighborhood in considerable turmoil,)

tf there were no slum dwellers or poor inaigrents to inherit city failures, 

the prsblem of low-vitality neighborhaodo aban'icned by those with choice 

would still rema'js and perhaps would be even more troubling. This condition 

can ge vound in parte ox Sliialdelphia wjere "decant, safe and sanitary” 

dwellings go emp y in stagnated neighborhoods while thier former populations 

meve outward intu nex? neighborhoods which ere little different, intrinsically, 

from the old exc* pt that they are not yet embedded by the city.

It is easy to see where x‘ew slums ere spontaneously forming today, and 

how dull, dark a- d u$.diverse ere the streets in which they ara typically 

forming, because the process is happening nox), What is harder to believe, 

because it lies :‘jb the past, is the fact that lack of lively urbanity has 

usually been an original characteristic of slums. The classic reform literature 

about slums dees not tell us this. Such literature - Lincoln Steffens' 

Autobiography is a good example - focused on slums that had already 

avercaoe their d-.ll beginnings (but had acquired other troubles in the meantime), 

A teem-ing, bustling slum was ipinpnted at a mccent in time, with the deeply 

erreneoua ixaplic'.tion that as a slum is, so it shall be, unless it is wiped 

away root and brmch.
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Tiis unaluffieed former slum in ^hich I live was just such a teeming place by 

the early decasda of this centruy8 and its gang, the Hudson Dusters, «aa 

notorious throught the city, but its career as slum did not begin in any 

such bustle» The history of the Episcopal chapel a few blocks down the 

street tells the tale of the slum’s fomation, almost a century ago in tihs 

caseo The neighborhood had been a place of fares s billage streets and sunaner 

homes which evolved into a aenilsuburb that became embedded in the rapidly 

growing city6 Colored people and immigrants ifesa Europe were surrounding 

it; aeigher physically nor socially was the ceigabcrhecd equipped today. Out 

of this quiet residential area - a charaing place, from the evidence of old 

pictures <=> there were at first many random desertions by congregatino families; 

these cf the congregation who rerraijaad eventually panicked r.nd departed en 

masse. The cuhrsh building saw abandoned to Trinity parish, which took it 

over as a mission chapel to minister tc the influx of the neor who inherited 

the semisuburb, Tiie former congregation re-established the church far uptown, 

and colcnlced ir. its r.aighborhccd a new quiet residential area of unbelievable 

dullness; it is now a part of Harlem, The record do not tell where the 

nKct preslam was built by these wanderers.

The reasexna wor slum foraation, and the precesses wy which it happens, 

have changed surprisingly little over the decades, Tvhat is new is that unfit 

neighborhods can be deserted more swiftly, tnd slums can and so spread 

thinner and farther, thank was the case in the Days before automobles and 

gcrvemmentt=guar&ateed mortgages for suburban developcaita, when it was less 

pracitcal for fsnilies with choice to flee beighbci'hoeds than were displaying 

sane of the noroal and inevitable conditions that acccmpyan city life (such 

as presence of strangers, but none of the natural means for converting these 

conditions into assets,

At the time a slum first forms, its populstion may rise spectacularly, 

’Hiis is not & sisn of popularity, however, on the contrary, it means the 
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dualling are bacjselng overcrowded; thia is happening becausepeople with the 

least choice, forced by poverty or discrimination to overcrowd, are coming 

into an upcpular areao

The density of the dewelling units themselves may or may not increase0 

In old alums they customarily did increase because of the construction of 

tenamenttSo But the rise in dwelling density typically did not cut down the 

overcrowding,, Total population increased greatly instead, with overcrowding

—superimposed on the high dwelling denaities»
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appendix d TilE KE2D FC?. AC-ED BUILDiKGS

?roofreail;*3 Fcssa^a

Cities need old buildings sc badly it is probably impossible fore 

vigorous streets and districts to grow xjitbout t.-e <, By old b’.-.ildings 

T mean not iiusety *-peece old buildings, r.ot old buildings in an excellent 

..and expensive state of rehabilitation ~ althouglt tl-ese tnke fine ingredients— 

"but also a good let of plain, ordniary, low-value old buildings, including 

some- rundown old buildings. '

If a city area I.as only mex-i buildings, the enterprise that can exist 

tb.ere are auto; laticaly limited to those t at can support the high costs of 

new construction. These big; costs of occupying new buildings ay be levied 

in the for of rent, or they ay be levied in the for. of an owner’s interest 

and a ortisaticv. pay ents on t e capital costs of t e con.sruction. Kox;ever 

the costs are apid off, tne; have to be paid off. And for t .is reason, 

enterprises that supplrt tue cost of lie-.? construction ust be capable of 

paying a relatively high overhead - - ’.igb. in co -parlsor: to that necessarily 

required by old buildings. To support such hig!i overh.eads, ti e enterprises 

i-ust be either (a) high profit or (b) well subsidized.

If yoi look about, you will see ti.at only operating that are well 

established, high-turnover, standardized or heavily subsidized can aford, 

cou only, to carry the costs of new construction. Chain stores, chain 

restaurants, and banksgo into new construction. But neighborhod bars, foreign 

restaurants and pawn shops go into older buildings. Supermarkets and shoe 

stores often go into new buildings; good bookstores and antique dealers 

seldom do. Uell-subidized opera and art ruseums often go into new buildings. 

But the unfor alized feeders of the arts «- studion, galleries, stores for 

musical instru ents and art supplies, backroo- s xAere the lox? earning powerof 

a seat and a table can absorb uneconomic discussions — these go into old 

buildings. Perhaps v.-.ore significant, hundreds of ordinary enterprises. 
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necessary to t’:e safety and public life of streets and reighbcrhcocs, and 

apprciated for their convenience aid personal quality, can rcke out successfuly 

in old buildings, but are inexorably slain by the hi.y- overhead of nev? 

construe tio'n.

As for really nen' ideas of any hind — no matter 'now ulti ately 

profitable or ot .erx-ise successful so e of tT e ■ t prove to be -- there 

is no. leeway for sue ■ c .anev trial, error and expend -entation in the high- 

<"'."erled ecorory .ef new cops-truc-tioY:. Cid ideas, car. so/stives use new 

buildings. Mew ideas xust use old buildings.

Even tie enterprises t’.at cax: support r.ev construction in cities need 

old cons true tier, in tl eir irediate vicinity. Otbeix-iso t’ney are part oc 

a total attraction and total er.viroir ent t’-.at is econo leally too livted-- 

and therefore fu-.ct.'.onsaaly too li ited to be livel'j , interesting and convent. 

Flourislrlng diversity an^rwliere in a city ’rears the singling of higu-yield, 

middling-yield, lox;-yield and no yield enterpr?.ses.

The only bar": cf aged buildins bo a city district or street is the 

harm that event..laly cor es of nothing but old age — the ban' that lies in 

c’-enytin", be?.ng old and everything beco ring worn out. But a city area in 

.* a sitr atior. is net a falure beca use of being all. old. It is the oh* er 

way around. The area is all old because it is a failure. For sone other 

reason or combination of reasons, all it’s enterprises or people are unable 

to support new construction. It has, perhaps, failed to hang on to its own 

people or enterprises that do beco-. at successful enough to svppotr new 

building or rehabilitation; they leave when they become this succesful. It 

has also failed to attract newco-ers with, cohice; they see no opportunities 

or attractions here. Gad in sore cases, such an area ;ray be so infertile 

economically that enterprises which might grow into successes in otberplaces, 

and build or rebuild their shelter, never malaa enough money in this place 

to do so.
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jA siiccessfdl city district Leca>es a kind o?. evei'-nor-..al so

far as construction is concerned. Sore of the old iv.’ilcrln^s, year by year, 

are replaced by nevi ones — or rehabilitated to a decree eq’.i?.valer-t to re- 

placrent. Over the years there is therefore, constantly a mixture of hulldin;;s 

of many ages ar>d types. This is, of course, a dyan"ci process, with what 

was once new in the nisture eventually bacow.ir.g_what is old in the fixture.

--- We are ideal ing here again, as ve-were^in the-ease of Tr.ixed pr imary 

uses,..stith..the. eaoixft-ic effects of ti:;a. But in iiib.s-oase-wa-are dealing 

with the ecoKO:..i;s of ti’ce not hour by ?:our through the cay, but with the 

ecnor.ics of ti’e b.- decasds and generations.

Time make s the hijh building costs of or.e generation the bargins of 

the following ge-ieratior Time pays off original capital costs, and this 

depreciaticr. can be reflected in. the yields required fro'! a suldir.g. Ti-a 

makes cartian stwuctires obsolete for sone enterprises, and t’-.ey become 

available to ofners. Tire can rake t’ e ::pace efficier, of ore gereratioii t' e 

space luxuries of anot'. er generabicr— Cne centurys building ccu^Gnplace 

is another centu:<y’s useful abberration.

The ecr.oi'ic neccassitjr for old buildings mined wifi ne"J is not an 

oddity connected with d e precipitous rise in building costs since t .3 •.;ar, 

and sepecially throughout the 195O’s» To be sube, tie difference between 

yield most postwar buddling must bring and the yield that pre-Depression 

. u.ildings must bring is especially sharp, tn corr ercial space, t: e difference 

between carrying costs per square foot can be as such as 100 or 200 percent, 

even though the older buildings maybe better build trsan the nex?. and even x 

though the maintenance costs of all buildings, including old cr.es, have risen. 

Old buildings were a necessary ingradient of city diversity ;tack in the 

1950*3 and the 139C*s. Old buildings will still be a necessity when today’s 

new buildings are the old ones. This has been, still is, and xi?ill been.
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true to natter 1ox; erratic or how steady construction costs themselves are, 

because a depreciated building requires less incose than one which has not 

yet paid ofx its capital costs. Steadily rising construction costs simply 

accenuate the need for old buildings. Possibly they also make necessary 

a higher proportion or oly buildings in the total street or district mixture, 

because rising imildir.g costs rising the generals threshold Of pecuniary 

success required.to-eupport the costs of new construction.: 

------- A few years ago, I gave a talk at a city design conference about the 

social need for conn-ercial diversity in cities. Soon ray words began coming 

back at me from designers, planners and students in trie form of a slogan 

(’which i certainly did not invent): "We must leave room for the corner 

grocery store!"

At first I think this must be a gigure of speach, the part standing 

for the whole. 3ut soon-1 began to receive in the mail plans and draxiings 

for projects and renewal areas in which, literally, room had been left here 

aid there at great intevrals for a corner grocery store. Thlse schemes 

were accom.panied by letters that said, "See, x-;e have taken to heart “;h.at 

you said,"

This corner-grocery girenick is a thin, patronisr'ng conception of city 

diversity, possibly suited to a village of the last centry, but hardly to 

a vital city district of today. Lone littlegroceries, in fact, do badly 

in cities as a rule. They are typically a mark of stagnant and undiverse. 

gray areas.

Nevertheless, the designer of these sweetly meant inanities were not 

simply perevse. They were doing, probably, the best they could under the 

economic conditions set for them. A suburban-type shopping center at some 

place in the project, and this wan spotting of corner groceries, were the 

jx>st that couldJ>e hoped for. Eor. these....were schemes cotnempalting-eifcher-------

great blankets of new construction, or new construction combine with extensive, 

prearaanged rehaibliltation. Any vigorous range of diversity was preculded 
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in sdvai'ce c' > cons:* sty My 1:5.3’’. over’ cad u (The prosypects are ^ade still 

poorer by ir.sufcicier>: pri:-:at'y r:ixtures of uses a-.d t'.erfcra ins*.:ffIcierh 

spread of custo.-iers t 'rov.. '-. f'.e day.)

Evei* t’’e loye .groceries. If they '..ere ever built, could hardly be the 

cozy enterprises envisioned by their desifiiers. To ca?.”y; f:i-r-ir -'.L'b overhead, 

t!-ey mist esther be (a) subsidized by 5f'iy-r7aiyfi#tty* -- or ao)..converted 

Into routLiesed, hiyh-»turnover mills. ’"'b . ~ -----

LatCyi sv,'abc''e3 of cons true bi on built at_one tl^e are isbexehtly in- ■--=■-• 

efficient for sheltering, wdie ranges of c-.ltnral, polxfiation^_.ar.d...businness 

diversity. Tney are even ineffiexerb for s-eiteriny, :-.uc'. ranye of 'ere co rercial 

diversity. Tais can be seen at a place like Stuy/esant Term in her York, 

In 1959, 1 tore tk.-m a decade after operation Leyan, of the 32 store ircnts 

that coi-.prise St t^esant Tour.3 coi’i .erical space, seven u-ere eiti'.er e-pty 

or uere beirp, used uneconacnlcally (for stcrap.s, window edvertisiny only, 

and. the like). Tris represented disuse or ur.dcru.se of 22 percent o' tTie 

fronts. At the cat e ti-e, arcoss t■ e koarnir.f.i streets, ’.’here builefr.ss of 

every ape and. co-’dlt5.on are >'inp,led, ’..’ore 140 store fronts, of ici. 11 ucre 

er.pty or used unecono’ inally, re pre sen tv.-, 3 a disuse or underuse of o,:l> ? percent. 

Actually, the dfcparf.ty os greater ch er tills v’o-ild appear, beccvse t .e e-.pt.y 

fronts in t ie old streets vere vos fly rail, and in linear faex represented 

less than 7 percent, a condition x?hich Mere rot trje of fie project stores. 

The good business side of the street is the age-ningled side, even tb.ougi: 

e> great share o" is custo'srs are Stuy'.'esant Town poeple, and e-mn thougli 

they jr.iust cross wide and dangerous traffic artieri.es to reach.. This reality 

is aclmoxjledged by t’>e c ain stores and supermarkets too, x;bich ’;ave been 

building nex; quarters in tb.e age-ciingled setting instead of filling those 

eiipyt fronts in the project.

One-age construction in city areas is sometiraes protected nowadays 

from tiVe threat c-f 1 ore efficient and responsive commercial competitj.on.
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Tills project:‘on«-x71':ici'. is v;oathing more or less than comersial raonopoly-is 

considered very progressive1' in planning circles. The Society Hill renewal 

plan for Philadelphia will, by songin, prevent competition to its developer's 

shopping center's throv<,hout a whole city district. The city's planners nave 

also workd out a "food plan” for the area, x/cicb menas offering a monopolistic 

restaurant concession to a single restaurant chain for the whole district. 

Nobody elses fool allowed* The Hyde Park-Kenwood renewal district of Chicago 

reserves a monopoly on almost all cor-erce for a sub’^rt-an-type shopping center 

to be the property of that plan's principal developer. In the huge Southwest 

redeveloptuent district of Washington, the major l;ousing developer seems to 

be going so far as to sli'.;inate competition with himself. The oigrinal plans 

for this sche-uies contemplated a central, suburban-type shopping center plus 

a snatterung of ccnvenience stores—our old friend, the lonely corner grocery 

gimmick, A shopping center.economist predicted that these convenience stores 

might led to diminished business for t’.ie main, suburban-type center which, 

itself, will have to support high overhead. To protect it, the convenience 

stores were dropped frcr?. the schem. It is thus that routinised nonopelistic 

packages of substitute city is paired off as "planned sb,opping,”

Monopoly planning can make financial cuccesses of such inherently inefficient 

and stagant one-age operations. But it cannot thereby create, in sore magical 

fash-ion, an equivalent to city diversity. Nor can it subctitute for the inhrent 

efficiency, in cities, of mingeld age and inherently varied overhead.

Age of buildings, in relation to usefulness or desirability, is an 

extremely relati'e thing, nothing in a vital city district seems to be too 

old to be chose .for use by those wlio have choice—-or to have its place takne, 

finally by something new. And this usefulness of the old is not simply 

a matter of architectural distrinction or charm. In the Eack-of-the- 

Yards, Chicago, no xjeather-beateii^.undistinguised^ruii-down, presuiubly 

obsolete frame house seems to be too far gone to lure out savings and to 

instigate borrowing -- because tills is a neighborhood that people are not 
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icavlcs as '^--y <iC'=s’-e enous:'i s'.iccess for choicee In Grannx»ich Village, 

almost no old bv.ildirg is scorned by middle-claas families hunting a 

bafgair. in a lively district:, or by rehabilitatrs seeking a golden egg. 

In successful sistricrs, old buildings filter up»n
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Ptiysiclogical Self" Beport Questionnaire

The folic-yiiis symptoms frequently cited as subjects’ responses

-ivltiple senso-.'v stfznulatlon. For ccrnparatlve purposes> we wish to 

—tor?" tas extent to which you fiiay not? b@™exp€r-ienciiig any cf these " 

^yir-ppoms. Pleass circle -the number- that best reflects .your-perceived- 
level of eacn pliyal&logioal re^pohse/ “ ' _

i i_________ ____5_______ _____!_____________ I _ ______ » , t i_________________8 t»

. Are you experiencing any palpitation (consciousness cf your heart beat}?
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7. Are you experiencing any anxiety?
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rot at all - - - extremely

nre you exp;iriancing: any more than usual weariness 0

0 
t
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none at all 
S. Do you feel emotions,lly aroussid?

extremely more weary
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io. Please checic the words-that, best describe yotir feelings.-You may 

check'as many descriptions as you feel accurately reflect your present

state. ' ■ ■■■ ' ‘ =

surptised satisfied

annoyed frightened

interested 
confused

happy
sad

afraid t
** hostile

nervous

anxi ou s angry 

11, .Are you ezperlc-ncin^ any other physiological sensations? Yes No

If yes, please describe

1?. Are you experiencing any other emotional sensations? Yes  No  

If yes, please describe

 


